Word from Liberty

Working as a Christian Life Coach has brought me into many delightfully different situations with new people, especially people in other countries. This has also given me some new understanding about misinterpretations people have about using the binding and loosing prayers. Some were praying a bit off track and getting answers, but not like they should have been. Read more about these binding and loosing prayer misconceptions in the following article.

Praying the Binding and Loosing Prayers the Most Effective Way!

One misconception people can have about the binding and loosing prayers is the belief that they are somehow asking God to bind and loose things for them. God has already established His will in heaven for everything He wants to happen in your life. And Jesus has given His believers the Keys of the Kingdom to come into agreement with God’s established will.

Jesus said in (Matthew 16:19, NKJV, “I will give you the keys of the kingdom of heaven, and whatever you bind on earth will be bound in heaven, and whatever you loose on earth will be loosed in heaven.”

These keys of prayer allow you to declare your agreement with what God wants to happen in your life, in the lives of those you pray for, and the situations you find yourself involved with. Binding and loosing prayers are prayers of your declaration and desire to be in alignment with God’s will.

The second misconception people can have about the Keys of the Kingdom prayer principles is that you can “think” the binding and loosing prayers in your mind and still experience the manifestation of their full power here on earth. Praying by thinking the prayers is never as effective as the prayers are meant to be.

“Thinking” the binding and loosing principles allows your soul (mind, will, and emotions) to try to tweak the focus and the intent of your prayers. These prayers have a triple punch when they are prayed out loud. This verbally keeps them out of the reach and the mischief of the unsurrendered soul.

1. First, your unsurrendered soul needs to hear you pray the binding and loosing principles out loud so that it realizes that such prayers are outside its ability to twist or change their focus on God’s will.
2. Secondly, when the enemy hears you pray out loud with the Keys of the Kingdom, he knows that it becomes very difficult for him to manipulate your thoughts and feelings about what you are praying.
3. Thirdly, your spirit can rejoice out loud with your words of agreement with God’s will as you pray them.

One of my life coaching clients in Europe began praying the prayers faithfully a few months ago. Three weeks later, she said that she was disappointed there hadn’t been more breakthroughs. After a few questions, I learned that she was only “thinking” the prayers in her mind. I urged her to begin speaking them aloud and two weeks later she was very excited to report some serious progress in her prayer life.

Other people I have talked to recently have believed that their binding and loosing prayers were a new way of asking God to bind their wills to His will, their minds Christ’s mind, and their emotions to the healing power of the Holy Spirit. They missed the point of Matthew 16:19 that said Jesus had given them the Keys of the Kingdom to add His power to their prayers of agreement with God’s plans and purposes.

Always remember that God has already set His plans and purposes into place in heaven. He has established the
principle of right agreement which brings His power into your circumstances when you are praying for His will to be done on earth. Wrong agreements made with others always create opportunities for your unsurrendered soul to get involved, for soul ties to be formed, and for the enemy to set assignments against you and establish territorial strongholds around you.

Jesus declared in what we know as the Lord’s Prayer (Matthew 6:10, Amplified), “Your kingdom come, Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven.” He was stating that God’s will is meant to be done on earth just as He has established it in heaven. Right agreement with God always causes manifestations of His power on earth.

Here are three different ways of praying to show which one applies to the binding and loosing prayers:

1. **Prayers of declaration**: We choose to declare His Word and our intents to obey it (binding ourselves to God’s will, loosing the works of the enemy from our lives and the lives of others, declaring our choices to forgive others, declaring our belief in His help, prayers of agreement with others that His will is going to be done, etc.).

2. **Prayers of request**: We can ask for what we need (praying for a job, praying for relationship reconciliation, praying for others, praying for God to heal your land).

3. **Prayers of communing with and loving on God**: We pray this while also thanking Him for His great love and faithfulness.

Heartfelt prayers quite often involve all three of the above modes in the same prayer. Jesus prayed in all three of these ways in the Lord’s Prayer in Matthew 6:8-13 (NKJV):

8 Therefore do not be like them. For your Father knows the things you have need of before you ask Him.

9 In this manner, therefore, pray: Our Father in heaven, Hallowed be Your name. **Communing/Worship**

10 Your kingdom come. Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven. **Declaration**

11 Give us this day our daily bread. **Request**
12 And forgive us our debts, as we forgive our debtors. **Request**
13 And do not lead us into temptation, But deliver us from the evil one. **Request**

For Yours is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever. Amen.” **Communing/Worship**

Prayer is not just asking God for things, although many Christians pray like they think it is. When Jesus said He was giving us the Keys of binding and loosing, He was telling us that His authority came with those Keys to declare things to be done on earth when God had already declared them to be so in heaven. If I give you the keys to my house and declare that I am giving you the right to go in and to come out by using them, I also give you the authority to use them.

Use the Keys of the Kingdom to pray right prayers and use His authority to declare God’s will to be done on earth as it is in heaven. Let the will of God be your ultimate purpose and answer sought in every prayer you pray.

---

### Steps to Knowing if God is Speaking a New Thing to You

After recently hearing a good sermon on these steps, I felt it would be good to tweak them towards the Keys of the Kingdom and then share them with you. We all want to hear “new things” from God, but we are often unsure how to always know if we actually have. Proverbs 3:5-8 (NIV) says that when we do trust Him and follow His straight paths, good things are going to happen:

5 Trust in the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding;
6 in all your ways acknowledge him, and he will make your paths straight.
7 Do not be wise in your own eyes; fear the LORD and shun evil.
8 This will bring health to your body and nourishment to your bones.

We first need to pray and ask God to reveal His way for us to follow. Binding our wills to His will and our minds to the mind of Christ positions us to hear from Him. Loosing wrong beliefs, personal agendas, and stronghold thinking helps us to clear from our souls what appears to be other words vying for our attention. As we do this, we will often hear and recognize an inward witness of the Spirit.

We should always go straight into the Word of God when we feel we have heard from the Holy Spirit. As we read the Word (still binding our will to His will, our minds to the mind of Christ, and loosing personal agendas and stronghold thinking), if what we believe we have heard from Him is different in any way from His written Word, then it is unlikely that we have heard from Him. Or perhaps we did hear from Him, but our unsurrendered souls filtered what we heard through our unmet needs and unresolved issues.

God may next give us a prophetic word from an anointed saint of God. The ultimate test of a prophetic word is whether or not it comes to pass. A more immediate test of a prophetic word might be in recognizing whether or not you had been speaking of your perceived leading of God to this person or to others who might have shared it with him or her. If you
have not shared what you’ve heard from God with anyone and you receive a prophetic word that confirms it, you have a surer confirmation that it was God.

Then when you are ready to ask others about your belief that you have a new direction from God, lean upon the promise in Proverbs 11:14 (NKJV):

14. Where there is no counsel, the people fall; but in the multitude of counselors there is safety.

Share with a leader, a close friend, perhaps a family member who is saved, and one or two mature saints of God. Listen carefully to what they say. If there is agreement in their responses, this is good. If they are divided in their responses, you need to pray more and seek God for further understanding. Watch out if you are urged to “hurry up,” or to “move quickly” before someone else gets your opportunity. Do not fall into the trap of believing you have to make a quick decision or you will miss out on a door God has “opened, or a good buy, or a chance at a “sure thing” unless you make up your mind and act immediately. Any “sure thing” you are pressed to act upon will almost always be from a self-motivated individual or from the enemy.

A “sure thing” from God will never be withdrawn from you because you want more time to make sure you have heard from Him. He will honor your desire to know you have heard His voice correctly.

And finally, you will feel the peace of God about your decision. Colossians 3:15 (Amplified) tells us:

15 And let the peace (soul harmony which comes) from Christ rule (act as umpire continually) in your hearts [deciding and settling with finality all questions that arise in your minds, in that peaceful state] to which as [members of Christ’s] one body you were also called [to live]. And be thankful (appreciative), [giving praise to God always].

I would really appreciate your prayers as I am working simultaneously on three books (including possible international distribution of The Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual. One other book has to do with an update of a lot of the Questions and Answers that so many have submitted—Q&As that have caused me to think about and address issues from Keys of the Kingdom perspectives that I had not thought about yet.

My third book is very exciting. I’ve been Life Coaching two clients with Adult ADD, a very interesting assignment! I decided to get some books on the subject and study more about this diagnosis. After exhausting all of Amazon.com and other sites on the Internet, I found that out of dozens and dozens of books that addressed Adult ADD, only one seemed to have a Christian perspective. And that book did not even begin to address the power of God and His Word and prayer at all.

Adult ADDers are sometimes considered rebellious and difficult because they are often very intelligent, enthusiastic, intuitive, creative, sometimes messy, and easily bored by “business as usual.” They are often more interested in pursuing their own outside-the-box creative ideas which can be quite innovative at times.

There are already dozens and dozens of Adult ADD books written by doctors and therapists with enough titles and degrees to embarrass all of the rest of us put together! I am researching and writing a book about God’s answers to these issues. There is a similarity between the adult trying to overcome one or two of these issues that every one of us faces and the Adult ADDer trying to overcome a larger number of them.

Now please don’t try to throw me under the bus here for having just oversimplified (extremely so!) the issue of Adult ADD. But as I read the typical diagnostic lists of Adult ADD symptoms, I realized that I could address each individual symptom with some practical advice, information, Scripture, ways to recognize and confront the symptom with mini binding and loosing prayers, and then provide a more in-depth prayer that would help anyone cooperate with God to receive His grace and mercy and healing.

Liberty Savard books are available at www.beyondtherubbleministries.com
E-mail Robert and Chrystal Little and get acquainted at Life@beyondtherubbleministries.com

Liberty Savard has three new books that will be released this summer! They address issues related to Adult ADD.

Life Coaching - COMPLIMENTARY

15-Minute Life Coaching Session with Liberty by Phone

I am constantly amazed and thanking God for my Comcast free calls in the US and Canada and for my Skype (VOIP) calls to the rest of the world. I cannot help but think of how Jesus told the disciples to go and preach the Good News to all the world. I feel like I really can, right from my LazyBoy.

You can go to www.libertysavardlifecoaching.com and sign up for your Complimentary 15-Minute Life Coaching phone call from me. Just complete the short questionnaire and send it back so that I don’t have to take up a lot of the 15-Minute Complimentary Session asking about who you are. Anything you say will be kept confidential.
As a non-ADDer, hypothetically you might have one, two, or three of this partial list of ADD symptoms/​issues:

1. You are easily distracted when you are bored
2. You have problems being punctual
3. You often fight to overcome procrastination
4. You organizational skills consist mainly of post it notes, individual piles of papers, and messy personal areas.

Perhaps you have just one of these symptoms/​issues, but it bugs you and you would like to know how to work with God and get rid of it. If you are an Adult with ADD, you may have twenty or more symptoms/​issues common to almost everyone, and I’m hoping you might be intrigued by the prospect of working with almighty God to see how He can help you with them. I will not be suggesting that anyone ignore their doctors’ medical directives; I will be suggesting that God can be a powerful addition to their treatment plans!

In other words, why couldn’t everyone and anyone benefit from special information, practical advice, Scripture, ways to recognize and confront a symptom (or issue) with mini binding and loosing prayers, and more detailed prayers to cooperate with God on an even deeper level—symptom by symptom!

Please pray that I can create this third book in such a manner that it is a win-win book for all.

---

**Questions and Answers**

I am really struggling to break out of unforgiveness of the emotional and spiritual neglect and abuse by my parents, my family, and my old church—especially when I have spoken up to them about it. They take no responsibility for what they have gotten away with, and then they get rewarded for it. They have good things all their lives while they deny others any help. I still have unmet needs, no love, no vindication, and so much more. I have been waiting 28years for needs to be met, begging God to compensate me for all that was stolen, never given, and that I still need! Why am I still waiting? Is it because I can’t forgive the fact that they caused the damage and are still getting away with it? Thank you for your prayers. Angela

Angela: With the depth of your pain and hurt feelings, I cannot help you by sympathizing with you or agreeing with you that you have been wronged and you deserve to see others pay for it. You cannot make other people be accountable for things they don’t want to own. You can only be accountable for what you choose to own.

I can help you by telling you the truth and showing you how to get out of the terrible trap that you have allowed your soul to lock you into at this point in your life. You are the only one who can cooperate with God and set your parents free and then walk free yourself. But you first need to understand that your parents didn’t receive you into this world and then say, “Let’s make her miserable and neglect her and abuse her.” They gave you what they knew how to give.

None of us are born knowing how to love and nurture. We learn this from those who have the most impact on our lives—usually our parents. If they never received love from their parents or the adult authority figures in their lives, they probably didn’t have much love and nurturing to give you. So they gave you the best they could. Each generation learns what the previous generation teaches it, and then passes it on unless God is allowed to intervene and break the cycle.

But you know Jesus now, and He wants to break that generational bondage in your life once and for all. He wants you to realize what love and forgiveness and grace and mercy look like and feel like. In order to stop hurting and to get on with a good life, you must forgive your parents and let them go. You cannot change them and they cannot fix you.

God will NEVER heal you by making your parents pay for what they did or did not do. He will heal you by helping you to forgive them and walk out of the pain that is drowning you. By your demanding “payback” from your parents (which God will never give you!), you have only increased the pain in your life. Solutions that we seek out of our anger and pain always increase the pain we are already experiencing.

God wants to heal you and He wants to heal your parents, too. He wants to heal all of you from what has been done to each one of you or has been withheld from each of you. Jesus wants what is best for all of you at this point.

---

**Do not blame your parents for your pain that is being caused by your own soul’s stubbornness and refusal to forgive.**

Please read the information and the prayer below (taken from my newest book at this time: *The Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual.* Please believe that it is true and it will help you get free. Ask yourself: which do you want more? Do you want your parents to pay OR do you want to be free? You must choose one or the other. I believe you will choose freedom. I’m praying for you, Liberty

**FORGIVENESS AND UNFORGIVENESS (from The Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual)**

Do you find it hard to show mercy to others, especially when you think they don’t deserve it? Have you always felt that others never extended mercy to you at any time in your life? It may be that you do not understand or recognize the opportunities of receiving great mercy that God has been extending to you every day.
Mercy is great grace and favor given when we do not deserve it. When you begin to understand the incredible favor and free gift of His mercy, it becomes easier to extend the gift of mercy to others. Our souls work to get us to ignore the mercy that God bestowed upon us after we sinned against Him. Our souls do this because they want to get even for what they believe to have been unforgivable treatment from others. There is no comparison. Here are two verses about forgiveness that are both very comforting and very serious at the same time.

“And when you assume the posture of prayer, remember that it’s not all asking. If you have anything against someone, forgive—only then will your heavenly Father be inclined to also wipe your slate clean of sins” (Mark 11:25, The Message).

“For if you forgive people their trespasses [their reckless and willful sins, leaving them, letting them go, and giving up resentment], your heavenly Father will also forgive you. But if you do not forgive others their trespasses [their reckless and willful sins, leaving them, letting them go, and giving up resentment], neither will your Father forgive you your trespasses” (Matthew 6:14-15, Amplified).

Divine justice is meted out upon the one who has sinned but refuses to forgive others for their sins. This is very different from the grace and forgiveness God gives to those who have sinned but who have freely forgiven others who have sinned against them. Christ’s great forgiveness and grace and mercy have made it possible for anyone to be able to forgive others regardless of what they have done. Unforgiveness is sin according to God’s Word, and rationalizing and excusing unforgiveness because of what has been done to you does not change one degree of that truth.

It is best to admit to the Lord that you really don’t want to forgive, but that you are willing to try, and you are asking for His divine help.

I was treated very harshly by another minister in the early ’80s as I was trying to get my ministry license and ordination credentials and get my ministry started. If I had been determined to hang onto my hurt feelings over what he said and did, it would have probably stopped the whole ministry process for me right there. In the late ’80s I began to get revelation understanding from God about the Keys of the Kingdom, and I kept binding my mind to the mind of Christ and loosing wrong patterns of thinking (including unforgiveness in general). I trusted God to bring up any unresolved specifics I might have with certain individuals that needed special resolution.

In 2000, one of my former Board Members asked me about this other minister. I replied, “Oh, yeah, that guy, hmmm, I remember … didn’t he … what was it? Sorry, I can’t remember.” I really couldn’t and I had no intention of working to dig up any skeletons of what he had once done. Prayers that can flush out an elephant memory like I once had are about as powerful as they come.

If you are struggling with unforgiveness, you are struggling with your own destiny and no one really wants to do that. God will never overlay His divine plans for your destiny on top of your soul’s baggage from yesterday no matter how kind and nice and giving you might act today. He will never whisk you on to great things without any change of your packrat ways. You must choose to stop going back over what has been done to you, taken from you, or said about you and loosen it—surrendering it all to God. You will not move forward in your ministry or your destiny until you do.

Paul told the Philippian Christians, “I press on to take hold of that for which Christ Jesus took hold of me. Brothers, I do not consider myself yet to have taken hold of it. But one thing I do: Forgetting what is behind and straining toward what is ahead, I press on toward the goal to win the prize for which God has called me heavenward in Christ Jesus” (Philippians 3:12-14, NIV).

The word translated here as forgetting means to neglect, leave it alone, and to stop caring for it. In other words, stop nursing and rehearsing your memories of your past bad experiences. It can be VERY hard to let go of something that you have become addicted to showing off to others if you keep feeding it, petting and grooming it, and taking it out for daily walks! But it is not too hard for the binding and loosing prayers.

When you choose to set your offender free as if nothing had ever been done to you by them, you also set yourself free from recycling your own pain. Always keep Galatians 6:1 close to your heart, “Live creatively, friends. If someone falls into sin, forgivingly restore him, saving your critical comments for yourself. You might be needing forgiveness before the day’s out” (The Message).

Always turn to the Word of God as your plumb line for the truing up of your soul the minute you feel indignant, offended, or wronged. Bind yourself to the will of God, your mind to the mind of Christ, and your raggedy emotions to the healing balance of the Holy Spirit. Then loose wrong attitudes, wrong patterns of thinking, and any stronghold thinking associated with them. Pray in this manner:

Not Wanting to Forgive Prayer

Lord, I have believed that because the Bible says you are kind and fair and loving that you would never expect me to forgive those who have been so mean to me. I confess that I have felt justified in withholding forgiveness from certain people. To have to forgive meanness and cruelty does not
make sense to me, so I ask you to show me why you have insisted that I need to do this. It just does not seem fair. If I am wrong, show me in whatever manner or way that you choose. I will thank you and come into alignment with what you reveal to me. Amen

Prayer for Forgiving and Letting Go of Offenses
Lord, your Word says that if I love you and I am full of your word, I will have great peace and nothing shall offend me. I’m feeling pretty offended right now and there is certainly no peace in my thoughts, so I need your help. I bind my will to your will, my mind to the mind of Christ, and my emotions to the healing balance and comfort of the Holy Spirit.

I know that I have tried to “rewrite” your forgiveness Scriptures to validate and justify my feelings about not forgiving this other person. It worked for a while, but it does not seem to be working any more. If you absolutely insist that I must forgive, please help me. I feel that I can’t go back and I can’t go forward and I don’t like being stuck right here. I really need your love and grace and mercy to fill me along with your commandment that I need to then let them flow out of me to others.

Your Word says pride goes before destruction and a haughty spirit (prideful soul) goes right before a fall. Father, I’m in enough trouble without destruction and a fall coming into my life. I lose all negative feelings that I have against ________, Forgive me for having held onto these bad feelings for so long; I choose to forgive ___________ right now. Soul, I loose, smash, and destroy any rationalizations and justifications you have set in place to deny that I need to forgive this offense. Mind, you will not harbor any more resentful thoughts or attitudes against ___________. Will, you must surrender this whole thing to the Father right now. Emotions, I loose all fearful and doubtful thoughts and unresolved anger from you, and I insist that you let these feelings go.

I confess that I do know that unforgiveness is sin and easily accessible by Satan. If I embrace this sin, it will always grow into other wrong thoughts and actions whenever my soul is sorely provoked. I know that you will not neutralize or cover over the stains of sin in my soul, and I know that I must forgive to be forgiven. Again, I ask for your help to get me all the way through this because this is what I really want to do. Thank you, Jesus, for the Keys of the Kingdom that make it possible for me to cooperate with you. Amen

Forgiveness and Freedom Prayer for Others
Jesus, I bind __________’s will to your will and I declare that you are able to help him/her forgive! I know this is not an impossible commandment to fulfill, although his/her soul thinks it is. I loose wrong patterns of thinking that he/she has believed about what is fair and right. I lose the wrong attitudes he/she has felt toward others who might have embarrassed, humiliated, betrayed, or ridiculed him/her. I loose every wrong thought he/she has felt about wanting even the smallest bit of revenge.

You want him/her to forgive so he/she can walk away from the offense, refusing to receive its fallout any longer. Please help ___________ to recognize that his/her forgiveness will have no effect upon how you will deal with anyone else; it will only affect how you will deal with him/her.

Give me words of encouragement and comfort to share with ___________, words that will soothe his/her pain and calm his/her fears. I pray that you will bless every person who has ever passed through his/her life and left footprints on his/her heart and wounds in his/her soul. Bring ___________ to the place where he/she can uncover and open up to you the needs, the hurts, and the unresolved issues of those who hurt him/her.

Thank you, dear Jesus, for purchasing his/her and my forgiveness and allowing us to walk free from our sins. Thank you for allowing us to be free in you! I thank you for your wonderful wisdom and mercy in our lives. In Jesus’ Name, Amen

Liberty, I am a Christian, but I have a problem with prayer. I can preach, but I cannot pray. Every time I try to pray, I hit a brick wall. I am often feeling angry at God. Marcus

Marcus: We’ve e-mailed each other before. Your soul is still throwing up a blockade against your praying. It isn’t that you can’t pray; the issue is that your soul doesn’t want you to pray. Your soul knows that good, sincere, “surrendering to God” prayers will deprive it of its control over what you think and how you feel.

Have you given up on the binding and loosing prayers completely? Please don’t, as I know you have my books. Have you ordered the new Binding and Loosing Prayer Manual from my website? You can either get a hard copy from www.libertysavard.com or an instant download of the Deluxe eBook on www.libertysavard2u.com. I think this Prayer manual would help you a lot right now.

How can you preach the heart of God without talking to Him in prayer? If you are not preaching from His love, from a sense of trust in Him, and from His inspiration, then you are trying to preach intellectually which is not helpful to anyone. You say you are angry with God. Where you are right now is not God’s fault; your own unsurrendered soul has driven you to this spot. You have to turn it around. God will NOT override your soul and force it to stop impacting your choices. That is your choice. But God HAS given you powerful Keys to help you back your soul down and make it give up: the Keys of the Kingdom, binding and loosing
prayers. Please use them or you’ll always be on the outside of everything God has for you. I prayed for you today.

Liberty

Liberty: I’m disappointed in how these prayers are not working for me. I have prayed them and expected some very specific things to happen and guess what—nothing I wanted has happened. What’s up? Nina

Nina: The binding and loosing prayers are designed to help someone pray for God’s will for themselves and for others. They are designed to help change the hearts of those who pray them. They are not designed as a new way for you to tell God what you want and how to give it to you.

You say you have some of my books. I hope you have read them to understand the deeper purposes of praying for God’s will instead of trying to find what you think would be best (as we all do). Please do continue to pray the basic binding and loosing prayers for your family members. After binding their wills to God’s will, their minds to the mind of Christ, and their emotions to the healing balance and comfort of the Holy Spirit, then add this:

I loose the effects and influences of all wrong agreements from _______ whether they are about misdiagnoses, wrong conclusions, wrong beliefs, or wrong opinions shared and accepted as truth. I declare that you are God. I believe you love _________ and you are working on his/her behalf and for his/her best interests. Thank you for being so faithful to me and to my loved ones. Amen

Liberty, I need your help. I have just had a 19-year old girl come to my office today who was raped. She is not really able to talk about it yet and says she is just stuck. It happened back in January at her college. She dropped out of school and came back home to live with her mom.

I’ve looked through the training wheel prayers and don’t seem to find one that fits. I know she needs healing and I know that the scab she’s formed over that wound needs to be removed so the medicine of God’s Word can penetrate it. I need your advice on how I should approach this. She is very fragile. What do you advise?

Until I hear back from you I’m going to get her started on the training wheel prayers that you have on the back of the colored laminated chart. Love, your Cowgirl in Texas, Dee

Dear Dee: This situation has to do with any sense of security this girl ever felt being violently ripped away from her, security that she previously felt either from friends, family, or God. That is why she is so fragile; she feels completely vulnerable now. You being kind and compassionate and loving and praying the binding and loosing prayers with her is going to help tremendously.

There is no specific prayer in any of my books for rape victims, but the basic prayers always work on the areas of the wounded soul that need uncovering to receive God’s healing. I try, more and more, to move people away from wanting “specific prayers,” although I know that specific prayers do help those who haven’t yet grasped the intangible and abstract concept of pure faith and trust in God. The basic binding and loosing prayers work for every situation even if they don’t seem as encouraging to the person as a prayer that sounds like it is a perfect fit for their need.

Somehow you have to get her to loose all wrong patterns of thinking she has about this (especially touching on the thoughts of her feeling guilty). No matter what she might have done to contribute to ending up in the situation where she was raped, keep assuring her that she was not responsible for this violation. Have you talked with her about her feelings of personal guilt and how she needs to loose those wrong patterns of thinking?

Only God can rebuild her sense of security now. If she is having problems understanding how He could have let that happen, you will eventually have to address how far she may have removed herself from under His wings with a self-willed lifestyle and self-willed choices. That doesn’t make her “bad,” it just means she may have made choices that moved her outside of the protective covering He always gives to those who do their best to trust Him.

He wants to protect every one of us, but this requires that we heed the warnings that He shows us in the Word (like the road signs signaling that you are traveling on the wrong side of the road or there is a bridge out or the guard rail is missing up ahead, etc.). You didn’t say whether or not she was a believer. If she is not, she may have never been completely under the protection of His wings and walking securely in His will, even though He has undeniably loved her and protected her many times.

You can love a child very much, but if they are always walking on the railroad tracks or down the middle of the freeway or dancing around on crumbling high cliffs, they are going to have consequences. This doesn’t mean you don’t love them; it just means they deliberately chose to walk away from your guidance and your help and pursue their own plans. I hope this helps and I will pray, too.

Testimonies

Hi, Liberty: Do you still have the training sessions to become a teacher of the Keys of the Kingdom message? It has been one of the best things I have ever used in my ministry. I am involved with the International Association of Healing Rooms here in Santa Maria, California. I cannot tell you how effective this form of praying for people has been. When
people bind themselves to an awareness of the blood of Jesus, I have never seen such powerful deliverances come to pass.

I pray that the Lord blesses you in getting this message out to the Church in general because they are so hindered in their understanding of the Keys of the Kingdom. Thank you for your many years of aid and help, Philip in California.

My name is Veronica. I wanted to thank you for writing Breaking the Power. I purchased it yesterday and have not been able to put it down. I have been seeking the Lord for deliverance from unresolved issues in my life that have kept resurfacing. I was led the next day to your website and I purchased more of your books within the hour at the local bookstore. I know now that there is hope to ending the cycles of my soul. I have confidence that I will be completely free and stay free through God’s word and the “binding and loosing prayers.” Thank you and blessings to you. V, Texas

Hi, Liberty: I have just read the portions from your new book about binding and loosing prayers. How timely it is and I say, You Go, Girl! My spirit agrees and my soul is reeling as I pray. Fantastic.

My 16-yr old daughter is praying the binding and loosing prayers with me as well. I have shared the principles with her and we agree and pray together. She recently said to me she needs to start reading and is she on her first volume. Your writing is prolific, I know her bedtime and holiday reading will not run out soon. Everything is awesome here as a result, and we are walking towards God’s destiny and purposes in our lives expecting that signs and wonders will follow. I look forward to the next newsletter. Love, Clare, Brisbane Australia

I was born in Ojai, California in 1964. My mom was Johnny Cash’s younger sister, Reba. They were very close, and she ran his fan club back in the ’60s. As the ’70s dawned, our whole family followed Johnny halfway across this great country, settling in Nashville, Tennessee. My mom became the General Manager of Johnny’s business office—the House of Cash.

As a child, I spent many Friday nights on a bench at the Ryman Auditorium watching the filming of ABC’s Johnny Cash Show. I loved all the music, and meeting the exciting guests on the show each week. In the early ’80s, I worked as a receptionist for the House of Cash, a job I held for years.

In 1989, tragedy struck my family. My half-brother, Rick Burlison, was found dead. It was so heartbreaking; I remember knowing that my mom would never be the same. Johnny was a huge comfort to my mom and me at this time. He was such a gentle man, and he had a great nurturing way about him.

In 1990, Johnny asked me to work for him as my mom’s assistant, handling various tasks for the business office and music publishing companies. I learned to do many tasks in a quick manner. It was very hard work and having my mom and uncle as bosses was a bit hard as well! It was during this period that Johnny had all of his employees doing a Bible study on a weekly basis. I enjoyed doing my study and looked forward every week to seeing if my answers were right. In 1996, my mom announced her retirement, handed me the keys to her world, and wished me luck. I had some BIG shoes to fill and only hoped I could do it half as well as she did.

We lost both Johnny and June in 2003. I had spent countless hours with them, during which time Johnny had shared his faith with me. He and I had some long conversations during car rides between here and there. He would tell me stories, and encourage me in the Lord. He always said we should look to the light. I listened intently to whatever he said.

Not many people knew that Johnny was a great biblical scholar. He had countless books about the Bible, about the disciples, about Jesus, about the Roman emperors, and so many more subjects dating back to biblical times. And he read each one! One of the books he wrote was Man in White, the story of the Apostle Paul. My mom left us in March of 2006. I often feel she is cheering me on. She and Johnny were so close; they are surely side by side in heaven.

I found Liberty Savard’s website after being told about her book Shattering Your Strongholds. I quickly purchased the book and devoured it like a piece of velvet cheesecake from Barney’s NYC Cafe! I had been praying for guidance as to where to go next in my life and what road to take to get there. I felt Johnny would want me to take Liberty’s study courses, and maybe he was even telling me this was what God wanted me to LEARN so I could share with others who are in pain. I am going to work with children who have suffered abuse. What better lessons are there for these angels than knowing how to pray and loose and release their pain to let God heal them.

I have just finished Liberty’s UNSURRENDERED SOUL Course and I am jumping into Module One of the Keys of the Kingdom Long Distance Training next. I am so excited to be taking these courses. I was thrilled to finally actually speak to Liberty, and I am more ready than ever to LEARN. I will take the Word of God and this training and use it to help others break free from their strongholds! Kelly Hancock

Good Morning, Liberty! I have been so enjoying your teachings on your digital downloads. You make me laugh, cry and rejoice! My husband, Marcel, has put the digital teachings on my iPod and I can listen whenever and where ever I want. My eyes are opened, my heart is blessed, and my
soul is screaming—all this at once! Well, this is the day that our LORD has made and I am glad and rejoicing in it.

I am off to Perth shortly to have my left knee replaced by a wonderful doctor. My husband Marcel will be at my side all the while. Marcel loaded my iPod with all 15 of your teachings and I will have them with me right into the operating room with me. So, in a way, you'll be with me, too. Thank you for your prayers. Bonnie in Australia

To Liberty: I just want to thank you so very much for praying for my sons and me, too. The health issues Jesse was facing have turned out to be nothing, so praise God because it was scary and unknown. But all is good! Sam was offered an apprenticeship in a fantastic employment opportunity. Praise God for this also!

We are still praying into our relationships and friendships, too; but we are trusting in God’s timing. Thank you so much, Liberty I value your prayers and for taking the time to e-mail me. I always feel encouraged by that. Wendy, Australia

Hi, Rev. Liberty: Thank you so much for the reply. I have now been able to open the eBook. I am thankful to God today because He guided me to your website for these books that will help me with my struggles. God is really amazing. He is faithful and He answers prayer. He knew how much I struggle with my bondages, strongholds, and how I have been sick of it. I have prayed all the deliverance prayers I knew, but failed to get delivered. I am so grateful with the technology that makes your eBooks available. Here in Dubai it is difficult to find Christian books because it is a Muslim country. Kindly continue intercede for me.

I pray that God will use you and your materials to touch many lives oppressed by the enemy. God’s Word brings healing and frees the captives. God bless you and thank you very much. Warm regards, H. from Dubai, United Arab Emirates

I wrote you regarding my grandchildren (Constance and Andrew) a few months back and you suggested the binding and loosing prayers for them. My granddaughter has finally been sleeping restful and peaceful sleep. She had gotten to the point that she did not want to go into her bedroom. She still needs to fall asleep in her parent’s bed, however, they carry her to her bed once she’s asleep and she’s sleeping all night. Thank you! D.

You have so many messages to answer that it blows my mind to think about it. Plus that, you have the life coaching and the writing of your books. You need to be about three people at times! Did you juggle when you were younger? LOL

I never expect an answer because of all of that, but, of course, I am always delighted to hear back from you. It is so amazing to know that since God created your kitty Gracie, He is right in there concerning her health. I loose any works that the enemy thinks he can set against Gracie’s life and I bind her little furry little body to God’s will. Her job is to bring comfort to a very busy servant of God. May she continue to do so. Joanne
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Praying the Binding and Loosing Prayers the Most Effective Way!
Different Modes of Prayer
Liberty’s New Books in Progress
Liberty’s Life Coaching Complimentary 15-Minute Sessions
New Questions and Answers
Forgiveness Prayer
New Testimonies
Testimony from Johnny Cash’s Niece